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The 1960s

In 1969, these members of the Local 222 Women’s Committee successfully fought to end segregated seniority lists 

and male-only jobs at General Motors. They were also instrumental in having the Ontario Human Rights Code changed to 

include sex as a prohibited ground for discrimination.

“ The most valued possession of the working man is seniority – but it is just as highly 

cherished and valued by every woman member of the UAW. Stiff competition for jobs 

sometimes makes workers forget that the real cure for the problem is more jobs. The 

solution does not lie in squabbling amongst ourselves, but rather in working together 

in unity and supporting the leadership of our union in its efforts to provide for full 

employment and equal treatment of all workers.”
(From the Oshaworker, February 20, 1969)

–  Maurie Shorten 
Founding member of the Local 222 Women’s Committee in 1968

Highlights of the 1960s
 1964 –  19-day strike at GM.
 1964 –  Workers at Kerr Industries join Local 222.
 January 1965 –  Canada-U.S. Auto Pact signed.
 October 26, 1965 –  Workers at Cliff Mills Motors join Local 222.
 1967 –  Canadian Big Three workers achieve wage parity with U.S. workers.
 1968 –  GM 40-day strike.
 September 18, 1968 –  First Women’s Committee of Local 222 sworn in.
 1969 –  Local 222 Women’s Committee fight to remove segregated seniority lists and 

male-only jobs at GM. Also fight to amend Ontario Human Rights Code.
 November 11, 1969 –  Oshawa Co-op store opens with significant help from Local 222 members.

Bev McCloskey May Partridge Helen MacInally

Pat Creighton Betty Murray Fay Bender Maurie Shorten
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GM strikers, and supporters, keep warm on the picket line.

Members attend an information meeting during the 19-day strike at GM.

1964 Strike At General Motors
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Local 222 Celebrates 30 Years
By Abe Taylor 

President of Local 222, 1963-78
(From the 30th Anniversary Oshaworker, October 26, 1967)

Many men and women have worked diligently over the years to better the lives 

of union members in Local 222 and it is up to the people in the position of 

leadership today, to make sure the fight is carried on for progress in the future.

The year 1961 saw a breakthrough on fully paid Blue Cross and Ontario hospital 

coverage for all active workers in most factories.

In 1964, negotiations saw many sweeping changes including the introduction 

of a drug plan and fully paid Blue Cross and Ontario hospital coverage for our 

pensioners. A Bridge and Transitional benefit was also introduced to take care 

of widows.

It took 18 years, from 1937 to 1955, to extract $1.05 per hour in wage increases 

for GM assembly workers. With the strong backing from the leadership and 

membership, we have been able to extract an additional $1.26 per hour since.

Remember, even though the last 30 years have established the UAW as being 

the best in the business, we cannot go to sleep on our past laurels. We must 

all put our shoulders to the wheel and fight to ensure that workers and their 

families get their fair share of the capitalist pie in years to come.

A 49-hour GM pay stub from 1967.
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Women’s Committee Resolution
By Maurie Shorten 

Founding member of the Local 222 Women’s Committee in 1968
(From the Oshaworker, April 17, 1969)

The following resolution was endorsed at the March 6, 1969, General 

Membership Meeting of UAW Local 222.

Re: Women Workers in the UAW Canadian Region

WHEREAS: The UAW has always been in the forefront in fighting discrimination 

against the minority groups in the world, and

WHEREAS: The role which women workers have played in society has shifted 

and changed with the times, and

WHEREAS: In the Canadian Region, in UAW contracts, discriminatory clauses are 

prevalent, i.e. separate seniority lists, limited transfer rights, wide differentials 

in pay rates, etc., and

WHEREAS: Our American sisters in the UAW have achieved these rights through 

collective bargaining and the legislature,

BE IT RESOLVED: That all Local Union Bargaining Committees implement the 

resolutions that passed at numerous UAW Conventions, part of which follows:

1.  That every UAW member be guaranteed complete and equal protection with 

all rights and privileges, and with no exception because of sex.

2.  That no contract be signed if it discriminates against women workers or any 

other segment or group in the UAW.

3.  That full and equal protection in lay-offs, recalls, transfers, training, 

promotions and other contractual clauses be enforced for women workers, 

equally with men.

The passing of this resolution by the membership is an important milestone for 

the women in Local 222. It means that the majority of male employees in the 

plants now recognize the fact that women workers need their jobs, their equal 

seniority rights and job protection.

Historic Fight For Equality By Local 222 Women’s Committee
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Local 222 Women’s Committee 
Forwards Suggestion To Queen’s Park

By May Partridge 

Founding member of the Local 222 Women’s Committee in 1968
(From the Oshaworker, November 6, 1969 and May 21, 1970)

The Human Rights Code, a law passed by the Department of Labour states you 

cannot discriminate on grounds of Colour, Race, Creed or National Origin. We 

have an amendment to that law being presented by our MPP Cliff Pilkey to add 

after the word Colour, the word “Sex.”

“Sex” in the Human Rights Code is not a dirty word. It is the right of every 

working woman to earn a decent living. It won’t end discrimination, but with the 

law behind them, women can get better wages and opportunities in every field.

Note: Due to the efforts of the Local 222 Women’s Committee, the Ontario 

Human Rights Code was amended and “Sex” was added as a prohibited 

ground for discrimination. Also, separate seniority lists and ‘male only’ job 

classifications were removed from the GM contract starting in 1970.

A cartoon that accompanied Local 222 Women’s Committee’s Oshaworker articles in the late 

1960s.
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Liberation – No 
Equality – Yes
By May Partridge
(Circa 1971)

We elected a committee, with one aim in mind 

To equalize the contract, the solution we must find. 

In all the daily papers, others worked toward the end 

Of “liberating women by eliminating men”.

That was not the purpose; We gave up leisure time 

But “eliminating language” that kept us in a bind. 

In this “just” society it’s a rarity to find 

A deep concern for others, they haven’t got the time.

We accepted all the insults and the apathy within 

For our laid off sisters we had a fight to win. 

With the signing of the contract, one list upon the wall, 

All the laid off females were first to get the call.

In a strange environment, receiving only praise 

From a darkened corner, a protest being made 

“They’re getting all the ‘cushy’ jobs,” the easy ones to master 

They are working slow, we are working faster.

They hoped that in the morning they wouldn’t show again 

For all those “cushy” jobs for years, had been the lot of men. 

We’re dubbed a Liberating Group, we’ve heard it all before, 

At least, without an escort, we can find the washroom door!

They made an observation for they have eyes to see 

They noticed there’s a difference between a he and she. 

With Trudeau fighting labour, employment on decline 

A more constructive issue should occupy their mind.

The law’s been passed, accepted, by this giant called GM 

Our fight is far from over, till we educate the men. 

We know our design is different, on this point we’ll agree 

We’re not asking “Liberation” just “Equality”!
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One of the most active Local 222 members, inside and outside of 

the plants, has been Cliff Pilkey. He has spent his life representing 

working people as well as the citizens of Oshawa. Here is a list of 

Cliff’s major positions and achievements:

    c  Financial Secretary of Local 222, 1954-57

    c  President of Local 222, 1957-59

    c  President of Oshawa and District Labour Council, 1957-67

    c  Oshawa Alderman, 1962-66

    c  MPP for Oshawa, 1967-71

    c  UAW National Representative, 1967-73

    c  Oshawa Alderman, 1972-76

    c  President of the Ontario Federation of Labour, 1976-86

    c  Recipient of the Order of Ontario, 1990

Significant Contribution By Clifford G. Pilkey


